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Snowpack Part II 
Metamorphism and Snow Processes

Summary of Key Points
T < 0ºC

LOW TEMPERATURE GRADIENT
(Mild temperatures and thick snowpack) 

=  ROUNDS 
Strong (strong ≠ stable)
Well-bonded layer
Cohesive slab material  

SIGNIFICANT TEMPERATURE GRADIENT
(Cold weather and shallow snowpack, high porosity, near rocks, trees, crusts) 

=  FACETS
Weak
Poorly-bonded layer
Persistent

T ≥ 0ºC
=  MELT FORMS
(melting or melting & freezing; warm air, rain, sun, liquid water)

Melt phase
Initial wetting: 

Weak, poorly-bonded
Cohesive when compacted
Rapid weakening
Wet point releases or slabs

Prolonged thaw at low water content
Grain clusters progressing to polycrystals
Weakly bonded
Wet point release (some wet slabs)

Prolonged thaw at high water content
Very weak slush bonds
Individual crystals in water matrix
Wet point release (most common), or some wet slabs

Freeze phase
Strong
Good bed surface
Poor slab material
Rapid weakening when it thaws

 FIELD GUIDE TO ROUNDS
 HABITAT

Below freezing
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Mild weather and thick snowpack
Ie small or no temperature gradient

 FIELD MARKS
Small grains
Rounded grains
Dull, not sparkly
Cohesive
Large bonds (visible at 20x)

 SIGNIFICANCE
Strong layer (Beware: lower-strength layers of rounds often do function as weak layers. 
Strength is relative.)
Good slab material (strong ≠ stable)
Tends to settle and bond well

 FIELD GUIDE TO FACETS
	
  HABITAT
  Below freezing
  Cold weather and thin snowpack
  Surface layers and cooler weather
  Ie presence of a temperature gradient (≥ 1°C/10 cm)
  High porosity
  Near bushes and rocks
  Around and in refrozen melt layers
	
  FIELD MARKS
  Larger grains
  Non-cohesive, sugary
  Sparkly, flat (mirrors) 
  Facets  
  Striations, or steps 
  Hollow forms 
  Facets grow down, toward vapor source
  Faceted melt forms - angular to subangular grains in refrozen melt layer, sugary when  
   rubbed with glove
	
  SIGNIFICANCE
  Usually weak layer. 
  Persists, bonds stay weak.
  Can form unstable weak layers at depth or near surface.
  Early near surface facets often fracture when buried and loaded.
  Advanced facets are weak, especially in shear.
  Whoompf! sound is often facets fracturing in compression: serious weakness. 
  Faceted melt forms - facets in, above, or below melt layers should not be trusted.

  FIELD GUIDE TO MELT FORMS
	
  HABITAT
  Melting, melting and freezing (rain, solar radiation, meltwater, temp’s ≥ 0ºC/32ºF).
	
  FIELD MARKS
	
 	
  Initial wetting
   Original bonds go
   Wet point releases
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   Tree plops
   Initial grain forms disappear
   Grains stick wetly together when disturbed:
   Wax quits working, snow clumps on base
   Cinnamon rolls
   Differential stress as wetted surface layers creep faster releases wet slabs long  
    before snowpack saturates.
	
 	
  Prolonged thaw
   Coarse, round grains
   Sparkly, curved
   At low water content
    Melt phase - wet grain clusters > polycrystals with repeated freeze-thaw.
     (Thawed spring corn snow, afternoon or cloudy day.)
    Freeze phase - frozen but granular, not solid ice. 
     (Frozen corn snow, spring morning.)
   At high water content
    Melt phase
    Saturated snow, slush
    Runnels
    Percolation columns
    Individual grains in water matrix
    Freeze phase
	
 	
 	
 	
  Ice layers and lenses
	
 	
 	
 	
  Refrozen runnels and percolation columns
	
  SIGNIFICANCE
  Initial wetting: rapid weakening, releases likely.
  Freeze phase: strong.
  Freeze phase > any melt phase: rapid weakening
  Good wet point release (initial wetting or any melt phase).
  Good wet slab (initial wetting or melt, especially @ low water content).
  Good bed surface (freeze phase, especially @ high water content, ice).
  Faceted melt forms are extremely difficult to predict, persistent, tests unreliable.

Outline
• Snow metamorphism = changes in snow texture once it's on the ground. These changes are more 

important to us than  initial crystal type.
• Significance to us

• Changes in grains affect strength of bonds between grains, thus strength of layers, and 
bonds between layers.

• Strong and weak layers, and bonding between layers, are KEY to stability analysis.
• For Level 1, we focus on interpreting today’s stability, but for Level 2 and beyond we want to under-

stand the process.
• Understanding the process allows us to

• Infer snowpack conditions from weather.
• Forecast where trends are taking us (with respect to both avalanche conditions and finding 

good snow).
• 3 types, classified by shape and process

 ROUNDS - rounded grains, technically known as equilibrium form 
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• (Formerly called equitemperature metamorphism, or ET)
 FACETS - faceted grains, technically known as kinetic growth form 
• (Formerly called temperature gradient metamorphism, or TG)

 MELT FORMS
• At low water content: wet grain clusters, forms polycrystals with repeated freeze-thaw 

cycles.
• At high water content: saturated snow or slush, 
• Or refrozen: frozen polycrystalline melt forms
• (All formerly called melt-freeze metamorphism, or MF; often incorrectly called isother-

mal snow when thawed. Better to refer to it simply as “thawed snow”.)
• Snowpack

• Lattice of grains with pore spaces of air + water vapor, bonds form where grains touch.
• Driving Force for Snow Metamorphism

• Transfer of water molecules in response to differences in energy
• Principles of the Universe

• Which way does energy flow?  
• From areas of high energy to areas of low energy. The universe is lazy!

• The only constant is change
• Snow is close to the melting point, the molecules are mobile.  
• The crystal dance never stops. The snowpack is always changing.
• KEY is to identify the dominant process and what it means to snow stability.
• Bad news: Snow metamorphism processes are not well understood. Terms and theory 

change regularly.
• Good news: The practical effects of metamorphism on snow stability are fairly well under-

stood, and the principles work well for us. 
• OTHER SNOW PROCESSES

•   RIME
• Supercooled (below freezing but not frozen) water droplets freeze on contact.
• White, opaque, like holiday spray flocking.
• Grows toward wind, moisture source.
• On ridges, windward side.
• Rough surface cements snow.
• Except slush rime, thin ice crusts, new snow bonds poorly. 
• On falling snowflakes: increases density.
• Graupel (heavily rimed snowflakes).

• SURFACE HOAR
1.) Snow surface radiation-cools under clear sky, air is warmer.
2.) Moisture sublimates (vapor to solid) from warmer air onto cooler snow.
• Grains grow up, toward vapor source.
• Clear, needles, stepped or striated feathers, plates, facets, or hollow forms.
• Sparkly and noisy ("swoosh").
• Weak in compression, very weak in shear.
• Common weak layer, widespread sensitive instability.
• Persistent. Weak for > six weeks in cold snowpack.
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 ROUNDS

 SHAPE EFFECT
• Points are high energy. Hollows are low 

energy.
• Which way do molecules flow? Points to 

hollows.
• Cause is not well understood but this is 

what is observed.
• Trend

• Rounder, smaller grains.
• Stronger ice skeleton.

• Bonds
• Bonds between rounded grains 

grow rapidly.
• Rounds bond (“sintering” a question-

able term) strongly because many large bonds form between small grains.
• Like marbles glued with epoxy. As 

compared with large grains and 
small bonds, which would be like 
basketballs glued with epoxy.

 FIELD GUIDE TO ROUNDS
 HABITAT

• Below freezing.
• Mild weather and thick snowpack.
• Ie small or no temperature gradient.

Rounds - Left, round habitat, mild temperatures and thick snowpack, Douglas Island, Juneau, AK, © Bill 
Glude. Right, early rounds from International Classification of Snow and Ice (ICSI), initial crystal forms still visi-
ble but rounding, no longer crisp and fresh.
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 FIELD MARKS
• Small grains.
• Rounded grains.
• Dull, not sparkly.
• Cohesive, sticks together.
• Large bonds (visible at 20x).

 SIGNIFICANCE
• Strong  layer (Beware: lower-strength layers of rounds often do function as 

weak layers. Strength is relative.)
• Good slab material (strong ≠ stable).
• Tends to settle and bond well.

Advanced Rounds - Left, advanced rounds from ICSI snow classification. Right, advanced 
rounds through 10x hand lens, Turnagain Pass, Kenai Mountains, AK, © Bill Glude.
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 FACETS

 TEMPERATURE EFFECT

• Warm = high energy.    
• Cold =  low energy. 

• Example:  warm ground, cold air.
• Vapor flow? 

• Ground to air (In this case, the 
entire snowpack turns into early 
to advanced facets, given 
enough time).

• Warmer to cooler (in general).
• Significant gradient ≥ 1ºC/10 cm (10ºC/m) in 

snowpack around 0ºC. 
• Example:  0°C (32°F) ground, 1m (3') 

snow, -10ºC (+14°F) air
• =>10°C/1m gradient, or 1ºC/10 cm.

 Depth hoar = large hollow faceted grains 
found "at depth". 

• Depth hoar forms at depth because
• The bottom layers form early in the 

season, giving grains more time to 
be subjected to the strong gradi-
ents that produce hollow forms.

• Thin early-season snowpack pro-
motes strong temperature gradi-
ents.

• Warming from the ground makes 
processes go faster.

Facets - Left, perfect facet habitat, cold weather and thin snowpack on the Arctic Divide, Brooks Range, AK, © 
Bill Glude. Right, early facets from ICSI snow classification manual.
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 Depth hoar growth sequence
• Vapor flows toward and builds facets on the bottoms of the upper grains, as a net loss of 

vapor from the top of each grain occurs.
• Each grain continuously re-forms out of different molecules but like a cloud in the wind it 

remains a seemingly intact form.
• Facets grow down toward vapor source.
• Original grains and bonds are consumed.
• Lower layers all become depth hoar.

 Near-surface Facets
• Example - how they form in midwinter Alaska

• Snowpack is thick, no significant gra-
dient.

• New snow falls at mild temperatures 
(30 cm/1 foot at -1°C /+30°F).

• It clears, and the snow surface cools 
to -4°C/+25°F.

• Is the gradient significant?
• Yes, it is 3°C/30 cm = 1°C/10 cm, or 

10°C/1 m, right at the threshold for a 
significant gradient.

• Vapor flow is bottom to top.
• The surface layer becomes early to 

intermediate facets.
• Once buried, near-surface facets are a 

common weak layer in Alaska.
• Near-surface Facets, Diurnal Recrystallization

• The temperature gradients reverse from day to night, driving vapor in both directions.
• Near-surface facets form. Their texture is slightly different from those that form with a 

constant gradient direction, but their function in the snowpack is similar.
• This is the dominant near surface facet process in lower latitudes. It occurs in midwinter 

on sunny days in southern Alaska but is rare from Southcentral Alaska north before 
spring.

Depth hoar - Left, depth hoar from Arctic Divide, Brooks Range, AK. Right, chain of depth hoar grains 
from Eureka Summit, AK. All photos © Bill Glude.
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•   Faceting and Melt Layers
• Facets that form above, under, or especially within a refrozen melt layer are particu-

larly unstable, persistent, and unpredictable. 
• Tests results are unreliable. Slope and block tests may show strength yet large slabs 

release when the right spot is triggered.
• This is especially true of faceted melt forms, facets that form within the melt layer after 

or as it refreezes.
•  Faceted Melt Form Processes 

• We know four processes or situations in which we find faceted melt forms and facets in 
association with melt forms:
1. Melt Layer Recrystallization

1. The melt layer is created by thaw, slush 
fall, or rain on snow.

2. New snow falls while the melt layer is still 
wet.

3. The wet layer remains at 0°C, and re-
leases latent heat during phase change 
from liquid to solid as it freezes.

4. High gradients (100° to 300°C/m) are 
created which cause rapid facet growth in 
the overlying snow.

• Creates facets over a frozen melt crust.
• It is a classic weak layer setup that is very 

common in cold maritime snow climates like 
ours.

•  Melt-layer recrystallization and faceted melt forms:
• The top few centimeters of the frozen melt layer often becomes faceted and sug-

ary. 
• Facets may develop throughout melt layer.
• These layers are particularly weak, unpredictable, and spatially variable.

2. Strong Gradient Across Frozen Melt Layer
• The melt layer freezes while it is still on the surface, not buried under subsequent 

snowfall.
• Cold weather then creates a strong temperature gradient, and the frozen melt layer 

becomes faceted melt forms.
• The bond to the overlying snow is again particularly weak and variable.
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3. Facets Below Melt Layer
• Facets under melt layers are widely re-

ported in the field, there are theories in the 
literature, but the processes are still not as 
well understood as we would like.

• The melt layer itself often becomes fac-
eted, and these faceted melt form layers 
are especially weak if they are thin.

4.  Radiation Recrystallization
1.  Solar radiation thaws snow just below 

surface.
2.  Snow surface continues to lose heat via 

long-wave radiation.
3.  Strong vapor pressure gradients cause 

rapid facet growth over melt layer.
4.  Weak snowpack, facets over crust when melt layer refreezes. Faceted melt forms 

grow in thin melt layer.
•   Faceted Melt Form Identification

• Faceted melt forms develop in any climate,
• whenever colder weather follows thaws, rain, or 

slush fall.
• So watch for those weather sequences!
• Search in and around refrozen melt layers. Look 

for sugary texture. 
• Rub with gloved hand, 
• if the top few centimeters are sugary and fall 

apart, do not trust that layer!
• Confirm faceting with a hand lens or loupe.
• Faceted melt form shape is usually angular to 

sub-angular, they are only crisp and sharp when 
fresh.
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•  Faceted Melt Form Stability Evaluation
• Any facets associated with melt layers make  fore-

casting difficult.
• They may be over, within, or under a frozen melt 

layer.
• Facets within the melt layer make prediction particu-

larly difficult.
• Melt layers appear to bond much more weakly when 

they become faceted.
• Spatial variability increases.
• Tests results are unreliable. 
• Slope and block tests may indicate strength, yet 

large slabs release when the right spot is triggered. 
• Trigger point is often near rocks, trees, or thin spots.
• Weakness persists:

•   5 weeks, skier-triggered avalanches.
•   6 weeks, deep natural releases.
• 13 weeks, weak block tests.
• 17 weeks, still identifiable.
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•  Facet trend is toward
• Larger grains.
• Weak bonds

• Most original bonds and grains are 
consumed.

• Like a barrel of basketballs coated 
with epoxy. (Small rounded grains 
would be like marbles.)

• Large grains and small bonds => 
sugary texture.

• Form: facets (   early to intermediate) -> 
striations or steps -> hollow forms (   ad-
vanced).

 FIELD GUIDE TO FACETS
 HABITAT

• Below freezing.
• Cold weather and thin snowpack.
• New snow followed by clearing, near surface facets.
• Ie presence of a temperature gradient.
• High porosity, low density.
• Near bushes and rocks.
• Around and in crusts.

 FIELD MARKS
• Larger, angular grains with 

weak bonds.
• Sparkly, flat (mirrors). 
• Non-cohesive, shaken shov-

elful turns to sugar.
• Facets  
• Striations, or steps 
• Hollow forms 
• Depth hoar grows down, to-

ward vapor source.
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 SIGNIFICANCE
• Weak layer. (Facets can function as strong layers, but rarely do so.)
• Persistent, bonds stay weak, strengthen very slowly even if the gradient is re-

moved.
• Can form unstable weak layers at depth or near surface.
• Early near surface facets often fracture when buried and loaded.
• Advanced facets are weak, especially in shear.
• Whoompf! sound is often facets fracturing in compression: serious weakness. 

 MELT FORMS
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 MELT PHASE - INITIAL WETTING

• Much of the instability observed in wet 
snow occurs when snow is first wetted 
by thaw or rainfall.

• Several rapidly-occurring effects are 
apparent

• Original bonds weaken or dis-
appear.

• Existing grain forms disappear. 
• Wet point releases and tree 

plops are signs of this.
• Grains stick wetly together 

when disturbed or compacted.
• Wax and skins clump up; cinnamon rolls form when snowballs roll downslope.
• Wetted surface layers creep downslope at increased rate, differential stress 

may cause release of still-dry slabs from wetting of surface layers.

Initial Wetting Left above - Snowfall turns to light rain, snowpack begins to wet, “cinnamon rolls” form as moist 
snowballs roll downhill and pick up the sticky surface layer, Eaglecrest Ski Area, Juneau, AK. Right above - 
Sun warms new snow in early spring, sunballs and cinnamon rolls develop, Mt Stewart, Douglas Island, Jun-
eau, AK. All photos © Bill Glude.
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 MELT PHASE AT LOW WATER CONTENT 
• Wet grain clusters, polycrystals.
• Persistent thaw conditions in moderately 

wet snow.
• Capillary water in crevices, veins, and junc-

tions.
• Most pore space is filled with air.
• Molecules move freely in liquid phase
• Grains round and coarsen quickly.
• Original bonds and grain forms go - snow 

is weaker until wet grain clusters form and 
bond.

• Clusters grow, surface energy is minimized 
as grains cluster and bond to each other 
and to adjacent clusters.

• Polycrystals form as freeze-thaw process proceeds.
• Example: spring corn snow in the afternoon or on a cloudy day.

 MELT PHASE AT HIGH WATER CONTENT
• Saturated snow, slush.
• Persistent thaw conditions in very wet 

snow or slush.
• Liquid water saturates snow, can flow and 

move through pore space.
• Air is isolated pore space bubbles.
• Grains are separate crystals in water ma-

trix.
• Usually not widespread, forms in saturated 

portions of snowpack, may form layers, 
lenses, or percolation columns. Beneath 
runnels and “Ry Krisp” snow with percola-
tion holes.

• Molecules can move even more freely through continuous water.
• Grains round and grow faster.
• Large grow at the expense of the small.
• Size effect makes small grains disappear. 
• Bonds go. Ice bonds pressure melt when stressed.
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Prolonged thaw and refreezing, left - Frozen percolation columns exposed by strong wind erosion, 
Thompson Pass, Valdez, AK. These are about 10 cm tall, a very stable snowpack, but hideous skiing 
with bad consequences if you fall! Prolonged thaw and refreezing, right - slick and hard-frozen melt 
form crust, hard for new snow to bond to, Douglas Island, Juneau, AK. All photos © Bill Glude.

 IN THE FREEZE PHASE
• At any water content

• Solid, frozen ice-to-ice bonds.
• Coarse, rounded grains.

• At low water content
• Grain clusters strongly bonded by ice 

(frozen granular).
• At high water content

• Slush refrozen into solid ice layers, 
lenses, or columns.

  FIELD GUIDE TO MELT FORMS
 HABITAT

Melting, or melting and freezing (rain, so-
lar radiation, meltwater, temperatures above 0ºC/32ºF).

Initial Wetting - Left, Differential creep; thawing surface layer oozes over edge of snowpit, 
Bolungarvik, Westfjords, Iceland. Right, Slab release due to afternoon sun thawing surface 
layer and causing differential creep in otherwise-dry snow, Mt Troy from Eaglecrest Ski Area, 
Juneau, AK. All photos © Bill Glude.
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 FIELD MARKS - Initial wetting
• Original bonds go

• Wet point releases.
• Tree plops.
• Initial grain forms disappear.
• Grains stick wetly together when disturbed:

• Wax quits working, snow clumps on base and skins.
• Cinnamon rolls.

• The differential stress as wetted surface layers creep faster causes re-
leases as dry slabs long before the snowpack becomes saturated.

 FIELD MARKS - Prolonged thaw
• Coarse, round grains.
• Sparkly, curved.
• At low water content

• Melt phase
• Wet grain clusters, becoming polycrystals with freeze-thaw. 
• Thawed spring corn snow, like on an afternoon or cloudy day.

• Freeze phase
• Frozen but granular, not solid ice. 
• Frozen corn snow, like 

on a spring morning.
• At high water content

• Melt phase
• Saturated snow, slush.
• Rain runnels.
• Percolation columns.

• Freeze phase
•  Ice layers and 

lenses.
•  Refrozen runnels 

and percolation col-
umns.

Prolonged Thaw - Left, Spring “corn snow” (melt form polycrystals), Turnagain Pass, Kenai 
Mountains, AK. Right, Melt form polycrystals after repeated thawing and freezing, Mt Stewart, 
Douglas Island, Juneau, AK. All photos © Bill Glude.
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 SIGNIFICANCE
• Initial wetting: rapid weakening, releases likely.
• Freeze phase: strong.
• Freeze phase -> any melt phase: rapid weakening.
• Good wet point release (initial wetting or any melt phase).
• Good wet slab (initial wetting or melt, especially @ low water content).
• Good bed surface (freeze phase, especially @ high water content, ice).

OTHER SNOW PROCESSES

Rime - Left, rime and rime-cemented snow on ridgetop trees, Mt Troy, Douglas Island, Juneau, AK. Right, rime 
feathers, growing into the wind that formed them, blowing from lower right to upper left, Mt Troy, Douglas Is-
land, Juneau, AK. All photos © Bill Glude.
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  RIME
• Supercooled (below freezing but not frozen) water droplets freeze on contact with any 

surface or airborne impurity.
• Looks white, opaque, like holiday spray flocking.
• Grows toward wind, moisture source.
• Typically on ridges, windward side.
• Makes rough surface, cements snow, tends to stick things in place.
• Except slush rime, which is slick, makes paper-thin ice crusts, new snow bonds poorly. 

Common near ridges.
• On falling snowflakes: increases density, possibly more slablike.
• Graupel (heavily rimed snowflakes):

• Often confused with hail.
• Sensitive weak layer.
• Collects in hollows.

Rime - Left, slush rime, rime forming right at the freezing point, Mt Troy, Douglas Island, Juneau, AK. Note that 
slush rime is semi-liquid and much more transparent than normal rime. It was forming feathers on the rock and 
flowing out into a thin, smooth rime crust on the adjacent snow surface. Temperature was 0°C. Right, grapuel, 
or heavily rimed snowflakes, Juneau, AK. Graupel commonly falls from instability showers that follow behind a 
weather front. Strong updrafts circulate snowflakes until they become so rimed they are shaped like pellets. 
Graupel rolls downhill and collects as a sensitive weak layer in hollows on the slopes. All photos © Bill Glude.
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   SURFACE HOAR

1.) Snow surface radiation-cools under clear 
sky, air is then warmer.
2.) Moisture sublimates (vapor to solid) from 
warmer air onto cooler snow surface.
• Grains grow up, toward vapor source.
• Clear, needles, stepped or striated feathers, 

plates, facets, or hollow forms.
• Sparkly and noisy ("swoosh").
• Weak in compression, very weak in shear.
• A very common weak layer that produces 

widespread and very sensitive instability.
• Persistent weak layer. Usually fractures on 

first big loading event, but can stay weak for 
at least 6 weeks in a cold snowpack.

Surface Hoar - Left, Surface hoar needles grow in high-supersaturation environment next to 
open water, Hilda Meadows, Douglas Island, Juneau, AK. Right, a carpet of large surface hoar 
feathers grow in slightly lower supersaturation on a lumpy snow surface produced by thaw, 
freeze, and a little new snow with no wind, Davies Creek, Juneau, AK. All photos © Bill Glude.
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